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Past President, American College of Cardiology 
I’d like to start my talk with you this morning by quoting 
from a 17th century poet. “No man is an island, entire of 
itself,” wrote John Donne. To me, this suggests hat ali Of US 
need the company, the talents, the insights and the contri- 
butions of other human beings to grow and develop rodu~- 
tively. No one person can exist on his or her own, let alone 
lead a satisfying and productive existence. 
That same idea applies to ail of us working in cardiovas- 
cular medicine. No one individual, no one organization, no
one specialty or subs ecialty in medicine today is an island. 
As the ethical, technoiogic and socioeconomic issues af- 
fecting our field become more complex, our best strategy for 
staying abreast of the changes and for accomplishing our 
broad goals is to form strong strategic partnerships. In short, 
we must work together. 
Following this line of thought, I’d like to share with you 
the kinds of positive results that are emerging from the 
ACC’s alliances with other U.S. health organizations and 
medical societies, namely, the American Heart Association, 
the American College of Physicians and the America 
ical AssociaW. Second, Z’d like to discuss ome 
ways in which the College is working together with other 
n areal that I find espe 
ovascular community. 
on. One of our most valu- 
able alliances over the years has been that with our sister 
organization, the American Heart Association. As with any 
sibling relationship, our alliance with the AHA was trying in 
the beginning but has strengthened and matured with time. 
One of the most visible and productive results of this 
relationship has been the development of guidelines for the 
practice of cardiovascular medicine. 
The Joint ACClAHA Task Force on the Assessment of 
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Cardiovascular Procedures was 
created 10 years ago to craft guidelines on the appropriate 
application of medical technology incardiovascular proce- 
dures. Since then, members ofour two organizations have 
collaborated to produce guidelines for a wide range of topics, 
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019!Xl by the American College of Cardiology 
and the America 
offers yet an&ier case of a successful strategic alliance. One 
current example ist 
leading role in the A 
eters Partnership, whi it encourage other medical spe- 
cialty societies intheir s to develop meaningful practice 
The ACC and the A A work together on a 
fronts, largely through o representative to the A 
of Delegates, Dr. Davi 
past ACC president Dr. 
resolution urging aba.n 
addition to these alliances, I wish to give special recognition 
to the recently established ACC/Ame~can Association of 
Critical-Care Nurse 
than our shared cone 
that we can look forward ;o posit%e results from this liaison 
activity. 
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